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Abstract

Ž .The transmission electron microscope TEM allows a detailed characterization of textural and chemical features of fluid
Ž .inclusions shape, inner compositions and inner textures , at a resolution higher than that attainable with an optical
Ž .microscope OM . TEM investigation indicates that most fluid inclusions appear as perfectly euhedral negative crystals, with

Ž . Ž . Žvariable shape from prismatic to equant and size typically from -0.02 to 0.15 mm . Inner texture fluid phasermelt
.distribution and composition are variable as well. Different kinds of negative crystals may coexist in the same trail of

inclusions, possibly indicating locally variable trapping conditions.
ŽA critical feature, revealed by TEM, is that inclusions are often connected to structural defects in particular, to

.dislocation arrays , which are undetected by optical microscopy. The identification of these hidden nanostructures should be
taken into account for the correct petrological interpretation of microthermometric results, particularly when controversial
data have been obtained. In fact, these nanostructures may represent a possible path for fluid phase leakage, thus modifying
the original composition andror density of the inclusions. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ž .The transmission electron microscope TEM
methods have been proven to be highly successful

Žfor investigating structures crystal order–disorder,
.twinning, defects, dislocations and polytypism nan-

Žotextures relations between different crystals andror
.minerals, solid-state reactions and fine intergrowths

and chemical characters of single minerals, with a
spatial and analytical resolution higher than most
other instruments.
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Ž .M.-L. Frezzotti .

TEM can be applied to different mineralogical,
petrological and geochemical problems. Melt and
fluid inclusions may represent a possible field of
interest: inclusions often are less than a few microns
in size, most of them are well below the optical
resolution and many related details are not always
revealed at the optical scale. Finally, the small size
of daughter phases present within inclusions often
preclude chemical analyses by conventional tech-
niques, such as energy and wavelength dispersive

Ž .spectroscopies EDS and WDS, respectively in the
Ž .scanning electron microscopy mode SEM .

Nevertheless, TEM has rarely been employed in
melt and fluid inclusion investigations, possibly be-
cause the instrument is expensive and its proper use
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requires a general knowledge on crystallography,
diffraction, scattering processes and spectroscopy. At
present, there are very few dedicated references:
mineral inclusions have been reported in some TEM

Žstudies in olivine and quartz e.g. McLaren et al.,
.1983; FitzGerald et al., 1991 but only a few papers

are specifically addressed to them. An extensive
study, dealing with the re-equilibration of H Oq2

CO inclusions in synthetic quartz is represented by2
Ž .the paper of Bakker and Jansen 1994 . Green and

Ž .Radcliffe 1975 , in their study on fluid precipitates
in mantle olivine and pyroxene, described very small
CO -rich bubbles, attached to crystal defects induced2

Ž . Žby deformation dislocations , exsolution in pyrox-
.enes and grain boundaries. Recently, the occurrence

of melt and fluid inclusions in mantle olivines has

Ž .also been discussed by Viti and Frezzotti 2000 :
most of those observations will be reported in this
chapter.

2. The TEM

Ž . Ž .Spence 1981 , Buseck et al. 1988 and Williams
Ž .and Carter 1996 and references therein provide

detailed information on electron diffraction, imaging
and related spectroscopic techniques. Examples of
TEM studies specifically devoted to mineralogy can

Ž . Ž .be found in Veblen 1985 , Mellini 1989 and
Ž .Buseck 1992 .

The TEM can be compared to the petrographic
Ž .optical microscope OM , with which all petrologists

Fig. 1. Comparison between TEM and OM. The two ray diagrams correspond to diffraction and imaging modes, respectively. Figure from
Ž .Buseck 1992 .
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Ž .are familiar Fig. 1 . The essential components are: a
Žlight source emitting electrons rather than visible

.light ; a beam, travelling along the microscope col-
Žumn through a thin transparent specimen thickness

˚of ;100–1000 A compared to the typical 30 mm of
. Žpetrographic sections ; and a lens system electro-

.magnetic rather than optical lenses , which controls
the beam path down to the image plane. Both elec-
tron and OMs provide enlarged images of the object
Žwith magnifications greater than 1 million in the

. ŽTEM and interference pattern the interference fig-
ure in the OM and the electron diffraction pattern in

.the TEM .
ŽThe beam, emitted by the electron gun W fila-

Ž ..ment, LaB crystal or field emission gun FEG , is6

ideally monochromatic. Its wavelength depends on
Žthe accelerating voltage of the microscope from 100

.up to 1000 kV : the higher the voltage, the lower the
beam wavelength and the higher the microscope
resolution. Unfortunately, the microscope resolution
is strongly reduced by lens aberrations, the most
critical of which is the spherical aberration of the
objective lens. The general expression for resolution

3r4 1r4 Žis then rs0.67l C where r is resolution, l iss

the beam wavelength and C is the spherical aberra-s
.tion coefficient : with a microscope voltage of 120

kV and a corresponding wavelength of electrons
˚ ˚0.032 A, the resolution is about 4 A. In modern

Žmicroscopes working at higher voltages, typically
200–400 kV, and with improved optical lens perfor-

˚.mances , resolutions may be 2 A or better, then
approaching the atomic resolution.

The electron beam is focussed onto the specimen
Ž .by the condenser lenses Fig. 1 . The interaction

between the high-energy incident electrons and the
specimen produces many different signals: among

Žthese, elastically scattered electrons i.e. diffracted
.beams give rise to diffraction patterns and images;

other signals, due to inelastic processes are detected
Žand used for chemical analysis in particular, elec-

Ž .trons for electron energy loss spectroscopy EELS
.and characteristic X-rays for EDS .

At the specimen exit surface, the diffracted beams
are collected by the objective lens and transferred
through the intermediate and projector lenses down
to the viewing screen, where the diffraction pattern
or the corresponding image can be observed. Moving

Ž . Žfrom image real space to diffraction reciprocal

.space is immediate, simply by changing the optics
of the intermediate lenses.

2.1. Electron diffraction

The incident wave is elastically scattered by the
atoms of the specimen: positive interferences of the
scattered waves give rise to the diffracted beams and,
consequently, to maxima in diffraction patterns.

Since electrons interact with both the negative
electron cloud and the positive nucleus, the scatter-
ing factors for electrons are higher than for X-rays,
which are scattered only by the negative potential.
Electron diffraction is 108 times more intense than
X-ray diffraction. This has several advantages: for
instance, reflections that are weak to X-rays become
intense in electron diffraction, even from extremely
small volumes. Electron diffraction patterns are
formed immediately during observation: crystals can
be tilted and precisely oriented with respect to the
incident beam from their diffraction patterns. On the
other hand, the strength of electron–matter interac-
tions may complicate the electron diffraction pattern.
In particular, the intensity of diffracted beams cannot
be explained simply in terms of kinematical theory
Žthat is, intensity proportional to the squared ampli-

.tude, as in X-rays and it is affected also by dynami-
cal contributions. This means that the high-energy
diffracted beams may behave as new incident beams
while travelling through the specimen, giving rise to

Ž .additional scattering episodes Cowley, 1981 .
On the basis of the convergence angle of the

incident beam, mostly two diffraction techniques are
Ž . Ž .used: 1 selected area electron diffraction SAED ,

Ž .with parallel incident waves, and 2 convergent
Ž .beam electron diffraction CBED . In the SAED

mode, the diffracting area is selected by the insertion
of an aperture, as small as 0.5 mm in diameter: the
corresponding diffraction pattern represents an undis-
torted bidimensional view of the reciprocal lattice
Ž .Fig. 2a , holding information on 2D symmetry and

Žlattice parameters, crystal order–disorder sharp,
. Žsplitted or diffuse reflections , modulations poly-

.typism and polysomatism , twinning, topotactic rela-
tions and so on. Fig. 2b shows a SAED pattern of a
polycrystalline sample: the radius of each diffraction
ring corresponds to the characteristic spacings of the

Ždiffracting crystals so that we can obtain a list of
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Ž . ) )Fig. 2. a a b electron diffraction pattern of an antigorite single crystal. The satellite reflections, clustered around the main reflections,
Ž .are due to the antigorite polysomatic modulation. b Electron diffraction pattern of a polycrystalline sample.

.d-spacings as in X-rays powder diffraction . The
main limitations of SAED are the limited spatial

Žresolution crystallites are often even less than 0.5
.mm in diameter and the lack of 3D information.

CBED overcomes these limitations. The diffract-
Žing area, selected by focussing the incident beam no

˚.longer parallel onto the specimen, is less than 50 A
in diameter. Owing to the convergence of the inci-
dent beam, the CBED pattern consists of disks,
rather than spots, containing several inner contrast
features. Leaving out the complex details of CBED

Žand relative processing methods Steeds and
.Morniroli, 1992; Gjønnes, 1997; Tanaka, 1997 , we

just recall that CBED allows accurate measures of
Ž3D symmetry and lattice parameters determination

.of the space group , together with an estimate of
specimen thickness.

2.2. Imaging: amplitude and phase contrast

Contrary to X-rays, which cannot be focused to
produce X-ray images, the electron waves can be
adequately combined by the electromagnetic lenses
to form images. Depending on the number and on
the character of the diffracted waves contributing to
the image, two kinds of image contrast can be ob-
tained: amplitude and phase contrast.

In amplitude contrast images, only one beam is
Žselected by the insertion of a small objective aper-

.ture : the transmitted beam gives rise to bright field

images, whereas dark field images are obtained from
any diffracted beam. Dark field images are useful to
produce highly contrasted pictures of heterogeneous
systems, e.g. when two different phases, crystal ori-
entations andror structures are closely associated, as
in the case of fine intergrowths, twinnings and an-
tiphase domains. In the SAED pattern of a two-phase
Ž . Ž .A and B intergrowth, only one spot due to A or B
can be suitably selected: dark field images, formed
from a diffracted beam of A, will show A lighter
with respect to B, thus outlining the fine intergrowth
texture.

In phase contrast, both transmitted and diffracted
beams contribute to the image. Depending on many

Žfactors among which magnification, number of se-
.lected beams, d-spacings and microscope resolution ,

different images can be obtained. Fig. 3a shows a
low magnification image of a serpentine specimen:

Ž .white areas upper left corner represent voids where
the incident beam has been transmitted without scat-
tering episodes; different grey tones represent the
solid material. In general, darker contrast corre-
sponds to thicker areas andror to higher mean atomic
number.

ŽPhase contrast images may exhibit usually at
. Žhigh magnification 1D lattice fringes providing in-

.formation on the lattice spacings or bidimensional
Žhigh-resolution images which can provide further

.information on the crystal structure . Fig. 3b shows a
lattice fringes image of a chrysotile fibre, perpendic-
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a Low magnification TEM image of the reaction front between a lizardite crystal liz and chrysotile fibres chr . b Lattice fringe
image of a chrysotile fibre, perpendicular to the fibre axis.

ular to the fibre axis: fringes, whose spacing is
˚ Ž .approximately 7 A, correspond to the 001 planes of

serpentine. Bidimensional high-resolution images
roughly consist of a periodic array of black dots
Ž .corresponding to atom columns and of white dots
Ž .corresponding to low deflecting potential areas : in
ideal conditions, these images can be considered as a
projection of the crystal structure. We must always
keep in mind, however, that the interpretation of
high-resolution images in terms of crystal structure is

Žnot immediate: several parameters thickness, incor-
rect defocus, dynamical contributions and crystal

.misorientation may complicate the image contrast,
Žintroducing different kinds of artifacts contrast re-

.versal, false periodicities and so on . A possible
solution to the problem is represented by image
simulation starting from a known structural model.
Different images of the starting model are produced

Žat variable thickness and defocus values so the same
crystal structure may give rise to very different

.images ; both the microscope specimen parameters
and the starting structural model can be changed

Žuntil the best fit is found O’Keefe et al., 1978;
.Spence, 1981; Self, 1992; Dorset et al., 1997 .

2.3. Chemical analysis: EDS and EELS

When a high-energy electron inelastically inter-
acts with a target atom, the amount of transferred

energy may cause the ejection of electrons from the
inner shells. The ionized atom returns to its ground
state by electron transitions from the outer to the
inner shells. Each transition produces emission of
X-rays, whose energy is directly related to the en-
ergy difference between the shells involved in the
transition. As a consequence, X-rays are characteris-
tic of the target atom and may be used for qualitative

Žand quantitative chemical analyses by either EDS
.and WDS spectrometry .

The principles of EDS are the same in TEM and
SEM modes. Major differences arise from the raw
data treatment, essentially due to the different speci-
men thickness: in thin specimens, the effects of
absorption and fluorescence can be neglected and

Ž .only a Z atomic number correction must be taken
into account. The method used for chemical determi-
nation of thin films, proposed by Cliff and Lorimer
Ž .1975 , involves the determination of proportionality

Žfactors K atom A with respect to atom B,ArB
.typically, Si when studying silicates , on the basis of

standard compounds of known composition. These
factors are applied to the experimental intensity ra-

Žtios to obtain atomic concentrations e.g. Mellini and
.Menichini, 1985; Peacor, 1992 . The main limitation

of TEM EDS data is that they are not rigorously
quantitative: in particular they cannot be considered
as absolute, since the specimen thickness varies from

Žpoint to point and the analyzed volume not constant
.as in SEM cannot be estimated.
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TEM EDS offers great analytical resolution. Beam
broadening effects, typically occurring in thick speci-
mens, can be neglected; moreover, the electron beam

Žcan be condensed to obtain very fine spots less than
˚50 A in conventional microscopes and a few

angstroms in dedicated STEM, compared to the typi-˚ ¨
.cal beam size of 3–5 mm in SEM . Consequently,

the minimum analytical volume is several orders of
magnitude lower than in SEM. This could have
important implications for inclusions studies, particu-
larly when pure analyses of the inner phases are
requested: SEM EDS and WDS compositions ob-
tained from inclusions less than 10 mm in diameter
are reasonably affected by contamination of the host
mineral.

EELS detects the energy loss of electrons with
respect to the incident energy at the specimen exit
surface. In particular, it measures the amount of
energy transferred to the specimen atoms, necessary
to their ionization: EELS is then complementary to
EDS. Since the energy loss is characteristic of the
inner shell binding energy, EELS provide qualitative
and quantitative data and is specifically applied to

Žthe chemical analysis of light elements small energy
.losses . EELS spectra also contain many other fine

structures which can give information on the oxida-
Žtion state and the coordination of each element Wil-

.liams and Carter, 1996, vol. IV .

3. Applications to fluid inclusion studies

3.1. Specimen preparation

Specimen preparation is time consuming and criti-
cal. It must be carried out with great care since only
well prepared specimens will give interpretable re-
sults. An additional point of paramount importance is
the specimen representativity. This last is a general
problem in geology, but it becomes particularly se-
vere in TEM investigations, where only a few square
microns of the selected specimen are analyzed. It has
been estimated that only 0.6 mm3 of material has
been investigated since the first TEM became avail-

Ž .able Williams and Carter, 1996 . Therefore, a care-
ful sampling strategy is recommended and it is ad-
visable to prepare at least two or three different TEM
grids for the same problem, especially in those het-

Žerogeneous samples e.g. showing a heterogeneous
.distribution of fluid inclusions .

The final aim is to make thin electron-transparent
˚ ˚Ž .specimens, less than 1000 A thick ideally 100 A .

There are mainly two kinds of preparation tech-
niques: fine grinding of rockrcrystal fragments
Ž .using mesh grids and ion thinning of specimens

Žselected from petrographic sections using grids with
.a central hole . In the first case, sample preparation

is quite easy, but most of nanotextural information
Žfor instance, the relationships among different

.grains is lost. Another common drawback is pre-
ferred orientation, particularly while studying miner-
als with a strong cleavage: for instance, powder grids

Ž .of layer silicates bring nice, transparent 001 foils,
but all the information about the stacking sequence

w xalong 001 axis is lost. On the other hand, small and
still thick grains are often obtained by grinding
minerals without a marked cleavage.

The ion thinning technique preserves all nanotex-
tural information on oriented crystals and it is rec-
ommended in mineral and fluid inclusion studies.

ŽThe interest area in the specimen a single crystal, a
boundary between two different minerals, a fine

.intergrowth, an inclusion trail, etc. is extracted at
the OM from a petrographic section and thinned by
an Arq accelerated beam, until electron-transparent
areas are produced. Fig. 4 shows a back-scattered
Ž .BSE image of a thinned olivine crystal. The speci-
men is electron-transparent only around the central
hole. The degree of thinning can also be checked at
the OM, on the basis of the birefringence colors: for
instance, the birefringence of the olivine in Fig. 4

Ž . Žchanges from yellow second order to grey first
.order , moving from the edge of the grid towards the

central thinning hole.
The need of very thin specimens may represent a

drawback in fluid and melt inclusion investigations:
inclusions larger than 1 mm in diameter are fre-
quently disturbed during thinning, with a consequent

Ž .collapse of the solid glass or mineral and loss of
the fluid phases.

3.2. Size, shape and internal texture of inclusions
and negatiÕe crystals

At the TEM scale, melt and fluid inclusions may
show variable size, shape and internal texture, even
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Ž . qFig. 4. BSE image of a thinned specimen. GsTEM copper grid 3 mm in diameter, central hole of ;800 mm , Hshole produced by Ar
thinning.

within the same trail. While comparing different
inclusions, we must always consider that the infor-
mation is strictly bidimensional. Consequently, dif-
ferences in inclusion size, shape and inner texture
can be due to different sectioning levels of the
inclusions. Another feature to be considered is the

orientation of the host mineral: rigorously, inclusions
should be compared in the same host crystal orienta-
tion.

Typical inclusion size ranges from less than 0.02
up to 0.30 mm, whereas the identification of larger
inclusions is quite difficult: usually these last ones

Ž . Ž . w xFig. 5. a Low magnification image of a large inclusion in olivine. b Negative crystals in olivine; the arrow indicates olivine 100 .
Sample from Tenerife xenolith TF14-48.
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are broken, empty, appearing as a regular indentation
Ž .in the crystal thinned edge Fig. 5a . Thus, size may

represent a problem: inclusions studied and mea-
sured at the OM rarely correspond to those observed
at the TEM. This problem can be overcome by
carefully studying the textural characters of the dif-
ferent generations of fluid inclusions: inclusions

Žsharing the same textural characters e.g. distribu-

.tion, shape, inner texture and composition will cor-
Ž .respond to a single population i.e. the same origin

independently from their absolute size.
Melt and fluid inclusions appear as euhedral nega-

tive crystals, that is their shape and orientation are
Ž .imposed by the host mineral symmetry Fig. 5b .

The occurrence of negative crystals at the TEM scale
was already documented by Green and Radcliffe

Ž . Ž . w xFig. 6. a Trail of prismatic melt inclusions. b ‘Swarm-shaped’ trail. Arrows indicate olivine 100 . Same sample of Fig. 5.
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Ž .1975 which reported the occurrence of CO bub-2

bles in mantle olivines, with shapes from rounded to
Žcrystallographically controlled see, for instance, Fig.

.4c in their paper . Negative crystals in olivine from a
carbonaceous chondrite were also documented by

Ž .Akai 1994 , who suggested that thermal metamor-
phism was responsible for this ‘void structure’.

Negative crystal shaped inclusions represent a
common feature also in mantle olivines from the

Ž .Canary Islands Viti and Frezzotti, 2000 . Mostly
two kinds of trails have been identified: the first kind

Ž .is represented by regular trails Fig. 6a , parallel to
w xthe olivine 100 and showing a stepwise pattern;

these trails consist of prismatic inclusions with a
Ž .constant size typically, 0.10=0.03 mm . The dark

contrast of the inner material suggests that these
Žinclusions are essentially fluid-free that is, they are

.melt inclusions . The second kind is represented by
‘swarm-shaped’ trails, inclined by 30–408 with re-

w xspect to the olivine 100 and consisting of inclusions
Ž .with variable size and shape Fig. 6b . Most of these

inclusions are partially empty.
Negative crystals show perfectly formed crystal

faces: for instance, Fig. 7 shows a detail of a pris-
Ž .matic negative crystal within olivine, with 010 ,

Ž . Ž .100 and 120 faces: the ordered structure of olivine

Ž .the regular orthogonal array of spots sharply inter-
rupts at the negative crystal face boundary without
any structural defect. This evidence indicates a ma-
ture state in the negative crystal evolution.

Common shapes and inner textures are sketched
Ž w x. Ž .in Fig. 8 as observed along the olivine 001 . 010

Ž .and 100 are the most important faces: in particular,
Ž . Ž .010 is always more developed than 100 , espe-

Ž . Ž . Ž .cially in prismatic inclusions. 120 , 110 and 130
are also common: the occurrence of the above faces
well agrees with previous works on olivine crystal

Ž .morphology Fleet 1975; T’Hart 1987a,b . As previ-
ously stated, slight differences in size and shape
could be due to different sections of the negative

w xcrystal along its 001 axis: however, this feature
could not explain the wide range of observed shapes
in these trails. It is worth of mention that negative
crystals are often asymmetrical with respect to both
Ž . Ž .100 and 010 equatorial planes.

The relative growth of each face varies from
inclusion to inclusion, even within the same trail. A
possible explanation is that different shapes arise
from local chemical differences in the trapped mate-

Žrial for instance, slightly different proportions among
.fluid phase, silicate and sulphide melts . A local

Ženrichment in the fluid phase giving rise to a more

Fig. 7. Negative crystal in olivine: note that the structure of olivine is ordered even at the negative crystal faces. Same sample of Fig. 5.
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Ž .Fig. 8. Sketch of common shapes with the corresponding crystal faces and inner textures of negative crystals in olivine. Same sample of
Fig. 5.

.or less isotropic large bubble could promote an
Ž . Ž .equant growth of 010 and 100 faces, as com-

monly observed in swarm-shaped trails; by contrary,
the trapping of essentially fluid-free viscous
silicate–sulphide melts could give rise to prismatic
negative crystals.

Inclusions may be empty, partially empty or full,
with an inner textural arrangement variable from
inclusion to inclusion. The study of the inner texture

is obviously complicated by sample preparation: in
most of the fluid inclusions, the fluid phase is lost
during thinning, whereas collapse may have affected
the inner solid phases. Consequently, it is quite
difficult to know the original composition of empty
and partially empty inclusions.

In partially empty inclusions, the inner material
Ž .can be indifferently concentrated at the 100 or at

Ž .the 100 faces. It shows a strong contrast, often with

Ž .Fig. 9. Daugther minerals in inclusions. The interference between the 010 lattice fringes of olivine and the lattice fringes of the inner
minerals gives rise to a ‘Moire pattern’. Same sample of Fig. 5.´
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Ž .a sort of internal zoning parallel to 100 . The
boundary between the inner material and the empty

Ž .space can be parallel to 100 , independently from
Žthe shape of the negative crystal see Fig. 8, crystal

.a , or it can be exactly coherent with respect to the
Ž .shape of the negative crystal see Fig. 8, crystal b .

The boundary can also appear as a regular meniscus

Ž .see Fig. 8, crystal c , which suggests that this
inclusion was originally filled by a fluid phase. The
inner material often shows internal contrast hetero-
geneities, namely, dark faceted grains within a lighter,
featureless material. Electron diffraction and high-
resolution images may provide information on the

Žstructural state of these inner materials in particular,

Ž . Ž . w xFig. 10. a Sigmoidal tails connected to inclusions in swarm shaped trails. b Tails connected to prismatic inclusions in regular 100 trails.
w xArrows indicate olivine 100 . Same sample of Fig. 5.
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.glassy or crystalline . For example, the inner dark
grains in Fig. 9 exhibit lattice fringes, interfering

Ž .with the 010 lattice fringes of the host olivine: the
occurrence of lattice fringes reveals the crystalline

Žstate of the inner daughter minerals an iron–nickel
.sulphide from EDS analysis .

3.3. Re-equilibration features of fluid inclusions

TEM also provide information on the inclusion–
host mineral relationships, revealing features as dis-
locations, fractures or other structural perturbations,

Žconnected to the inclusion. In many examples both
.in olivine and in quartz , inclusions are connected to

irregularly curved tails, often showing a sigmoidal
Ž .pattern Fig. 10a and b and interpreted as disloca-

tion arrays. A wide strain contrast field is typically
associated to the tails, indicating that the host min-
eral structure is here widely disturbed. Each tail may
be shared by two to three different inclusions. Fig.
11 shows a dislocation in olivine connected to a fluid
inclusion. Similar features have been observed also
in quartz: Fig. 12 shows negative crystal-like inclu-
sions, occurring in a quartz grain approximately

w xalong 001 and connected to dislocations.
ŽMost of these features reactions, deformation and
.leakage of fluid inclusions may often remain unde-
Žtected at the OM scale Andersen and Neumann,

Fig. 11. Dislocation connected to an inclusion in olivine. Note
also the inner dark faceted grain, possibly corresponding to a
crystalline phase. Same sample of Fig. 5.

.2001 . Consequently, possible misinterpretations can
derive from measuring inclusions, which do not fit
the definition of ‘closed isochoric system’. TEM
investigation may help in identifying hidden re-equi-

Ž .libration features. Bakker and Jansen 1994 reported
the occurrence of dislocations connected to mixed
H O–CO fluid inclusions in synthetic quartz. The2 2

authors propose that over- and under-pressure of the
fluid inclusions constitute a driving force for the
development of dislocations and that preferential wa-
ter leakage there occur. The preferential leakage of
water is explained as due to the lower size of the

ŽH O with respect to CO which can further react2 2
.with water to form larger H CO molecules and to2 3

the chemical affinity between the hydrophyle quartz
and water.

ŽSimilar features high dislocation density around
.fluid inclusions have been also observed in natural

Žquartz samples. For instance, deformed quartz in
veins from the blueschist of the Verrucano Forma-

.tion, Southern Tuscany contain abundant pure H O2
Ž .inclusions typically negative crystal-shaped with no

evidence, at the optical scale, for re-equilibration.
During homogenization of these inclusions, sponta-
neous leakage often occurs before Th was reached.
TEM observations revealed that dislocations are as-
sociated to these inclusions and that dislocations are
mutually connected forming a network distribution

Ž .of ‘open’ fluid inclusions Fig. 12 .
Dislocations may be also associated to inclusions

in natural olivines. Fluid inclusions in xenolith
olivines, carried rapidly by basaltic melts during
volcanic eruption, provide the basis of our knowl-
edge on the composition and density of fluids pre-
sent at mantle depth. However, only very few fluid
inclusions are representative of original trapping

Žconditions in the upper mantle e.g. Frezzotti et al.,
.1992; Neumann, 1991; Szabo and Bodnar, 1996 ,

while the wide majority of inclusions commonly
show re-equilibration of densities to lower values.
We do not know if this spread of values has a

Žpetrogenetic significance e.g. residence in magma
.chamber or it indicates an open-system behavior for

Ž .fluid inclusions e.g. partial loss of fluid .
Ž .Early TEM studies Green and Radcliffe, 1975

have shown that nanofractures and dislocations could
have influenced the fluid inclusion ‘closed system’
by a leakage of CO . Similar features have been2
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Ž .Fig. 12. Dislocations connected to negative crystals in quartz. Sample from a quartz vein in the Verrucano Formation Southern Tuscany .

recently observed in xenolith olivines from Tenerife
Ž .Viti and Frezzotti, 2000 . Previous fluid inclusion
investigations showed that xenoliths were originated

Ž .at great depth corresponding to 6–10 kbar , even
though most of fluid inclusions were re-equilibrated

Ž .at lower densities corresponding to 2–4 kbar . At
the TEM scale, these fluid inclusions are connected

Žto healed nanofractures and dislocation arrays see,
.for instance, Figs. 10 and 11 , which could have

determined a fluid phase leakage. The CO leakage2

could contribute to the variability on measured densi-
ties, as well as to the occurrence of very low-density
values. Dislocations possibly occurred in mantle con-
ditions: during the rapid ascent to the surface, fluid
inclusions underwent internal overpressure, thus pro-
moting the CO leakage form these open systems.2

4. Summary and conclusions

Why do we use TEM in fluid inclusion investiga-
tion? In our opinion, there are at least three specific

Ž .reasons: 1 imaging of defects, dislocations, strain
fields, healed nanofractures connected to inclusions;
study of the relations and boundaries between inclu-
sions and host minerals; identification of possible
opening processes, which are often undetected at the

Ž .OM; 2 diffraction from very small volumes and
high-resolution images, providing information on the

Žstructural state of the inner material distinction be-

tween amorphous glass and crystalline daughter min-
. Ž .erals ; 3 analytical resolution which allows the

obtainment of uncontaminated chemical data from a
Žsingle inclusion for instance, chemistry of melt in-

clusions, chemistry of daughter minerals, without
.contamination by the host mineral .

In particular, the knowledge of the host mineral–
inclusion relation represents a fundamental point for
the correct interpretation of fluid inclusions data
Ždoes the inclusion actually behave as a closed sys-

.tem? : TEM cannot be considered as a routine tech-
nique in fluid inclusion study, but it should be
recommended in all cases where the textural charac-
ters and the density data from fluid inclusions are
controversial.
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